Are you ready for a new
challenge?
You demonstrate our innovative products in front of our clients´
employees and executives, you identify and address their
individual needs. You accompany the newest proof-of-concept
projects and fill our software with the real time data of our
customers (for instance out of ERP systems, such as SAP). You
use the most up-to-date extraction and transformation methods
to rule over the giant data flows and harmonise those. You
actively use the Celonis Process Mining software to provide
transparency over highly complex digital business processes and
consult our clients regarding these.



You’ve successfully completed your studies in Computer
Science / Maths / Physics or something adequate



You’ve already gained relevant work experience in the area
of consulting or IT products with need of explanation



You’ve got excellent analytical skills, you are always well
structured and are known for being a quick learner



You have fun evaluating complex data, as well as
supporting customers



You are excited about Big Data, Data Mining and Process
Mining




You are very dedicated, dynamic and visionary



You have very good English skills, Dutch is an advantage

Are we the right company for
you?


We are visionary, dynamic and one of the
fastest growing enterprise software
start-ups in the world



We offer the world's most powerful tool
for analyzing and optimizing ITsupported business processes and data
volumes



We are pioneers and market leader in the
area of Process Mining



We are distinguished by a unique
combination of innovative start-up
atmosphere and an incredible passion for
technology, combined with great
professionalism and self-responsible
work

You are looking for a product that you can develop with
passion and drive

Interested? Apply now!
Pia Vieregge
Talent Acquisition Manager
Radlkoferstrasse 2 | 81373 München
E-Mail: jobs@celonis.de
Telefon: +49 89 4161596 – 717

Amazing Insights. Better Results.

www.celonis.de

